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Abstract

An access policy has many aspects, concerning both information and physical execution. Agglomerating
them into a single SQL grant makes policies much harder to administer, especially at enterprise scale
where administrators need to collaborate. We present a way to specify policies as a conjunction of fac-
tors, in a simple, regular way. Each factor decision poses a simple question, and when a circumstance
changes, only the relevant factor needs to be revisited. Factors are also help for establishing “safety
fences” on an administrator’s work, and for separating (global) information privileges to enable more
powerful inference rules. To ease integration into existing systems, factor privileges employ the same in-
terfaces and rules as ordinary SQL privileges, rather than multiple new top-level, awkwardly-interacting
constructs (such as “autonomy” and “prohibition”).

1 Introduction

The SQL access control model was designed in the 1970s for databases to be used within a closed organization.
Either the DBA or the data owner could be relied on to deal with all aspects of a permission decision. In contrast,
today’s enterprise (and virtual enterprise) database has many stakeholders. For example, data is distributed
across multiple platforms and networks, each with their own security, performance, and charge-back concerns.
DBAs are typically concerned with giving applications the data they want; security officers wish to minimize the
privileges granted to ensure confidentiality, integrity and availability; privacy officers want traditional security,
but also want to ensure that individuals are guaranteed appropriate controls over data that describes them (e.g.,
to know about and reply to unfavorable information).

Today, interaction among these administrators occurs informally or via memoranda. The DBMS access-
control system neither documents the stakeholders’ separate policies nor enforces them. Instead, each grant
requires the consideration of all aspects; when circumstances change, all aspects must be reviewed.

Today, administrators who receivegrant optionare not expected to be guided by whim, or to judge each
situation from scratch. They should operate within bounds given by organizational policy. Enterprises may give
their members guidance (generalized policies and principles) that they use to make specific decisions [Bark03].
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Higher administrators may turn the guidance into boundaries (i.e.,safety fences) that others should not cross.
Unfortunately SQL gives no automated support for such fences.

Many authors have sought to meet this pressing need with “negative privileges” (also known as “prohibi-
tions”) [BJS99, BJWW02]. Such mechanisms are quite controversial. For systems of moderate size, opponents
argue that they require administrators to flip between positive and negative, and provide unpredictable behavior,
especially when overrides are needed. Enterprises have further cause for concern. Most proposals include new
features that are not orthogonal to existing ones (notably with respect to views and autonomy), and there is no
easy way for many administrators to work together in setting the fences.

Our research goal is to extend the SQL privilege model and services in order to better support collaborative,
decentralized administration. In this paper we discuss the part of our approach that involvesfactoringprivileges
into smaller, easier to use granules. We then show how the use of factor granules can solve the above problems.

2 Factor Granules

The decision to grant a privilege (i.e., for an action on an object) is usually the conjunction of several, smaller
decisions. We represent the types of decisions as afactor tree, where each factor represents an aspect to be
considered in a privilege decision. The root of the tree denotes the complete, full privilege; each leaf of the tree
denotes an atomic decision; and an intermediate node denotes an aggregate decision (in effect, the conjunction
of all its leaves). Afactor granuleis a “partial privilege” associated with a node of the factor tree, and denotes
that from that aspect, the privilege is appropriate.

We extend SQL so that granules (and not privileges) are the unit of granting. A user receives a privilege
when it obtains granules for each of the privilege’s factors. Granules can be granted at any level; granting a
non-leaf granule is equivalent to granting all of the granules in its subtree. Granting the root granule is thus
equivalent to granting the privilege.

Factor granules can be independently granted, revoked, and inferred on views (just like SQL privileges), but
are better units of management and collaboration. The idea is that different administrators will have responsibil-
ity over different factors. Obtaining a granule can be thought of as having the appropriate granule administrator
“sign off” on the privilege.

Figure 1 depicts an example of a factor tree that an enterprise might adopt.1 The root has two children.
One child heads the subtree ofinformation factors, which represent decisions about the information content of
the protected object, independent of a particular physical implementation. The other child heads the subtree
of execution factors, which may represent decisions about the physical object’s environment (e.g., should the
grantee be running on this machine? on this copy of the data?).

When an object is created, we grant administrative rights on all information factors to the object creator, and
execution factors to the DBA of the DBMS in which it is created. This initial split reduces the threat from either
of the two insiders. The SQL model (applied to factors) lets them further delegate their rights to administrators
for each factor, ideally using a script that runs automatically upon creation.

2.1 Information Factors

The information contentof the database expresses “external world” facts (e.g., that John Smith receives peni-
cillin), not the contents of individual memory cells on specific machines. Information factors specify whether a
privilege is appropriate, independent of any physical representation. Figure 1 depicts two kinds of information
factor. AnordinaryInfo factor granule is granted by a business expert, and denotes that it is reasonable (from the
point of view of the business) for the requestor (user or roles) to access the specified information. OrdinaryInfo

1Our full model (forthcoming) allows a different factor tree for each operation, and includes ways to create and delete factors
transparent to other administrators.
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granules should typically be fine-grained, and the right to grant them may be widely delegated among many
business experts. SafetyFence granules (Section 2.3) are granted by the security administrator, and denote those
users who satisfy general access criteria.

2.2 Execution Factors

All decisions influenced by the physical system are calledexecution factors. Most execution factors permit
administrators to control what operations may execute at a particular service locus (e.g., site, machine, DBMS,
application server, output device and time, location). Figure 1 depicts three useful kinds of execution factors,
which represent the physical-access limitations of allowing only paid subscribers, keeping potential hackers off
the machine, and controlling workload. ThepaidSubscriberfactor might be managed by a sales administrator,
thehackingRisk factorby a system manager or security officer, and theperformanceImpactfactor by a DBA.

2.3 Safety Fence Factors

Many business experts and DBAs value functionality over security, and give users what they want [Wi01].
Security-conscious administrators (such as a data provider, local system administrator, or security officer) need
to bound the full privileges that a class of users may receive. AsafetyFencegranule can be used for this purpose.
The security administrator grants safetyFence granules only to the ”acceptable” user population. Since a user
cannot receive a privilege without obtaining all of its granules, the system can guarantee that a user will never
receive a privilege without approval from the security administrator. SafetyFence granules protect the system
from errors and abuses, and also allow veto power by a site’s security administrator. They can also enforce
general organizational guidelines, such as “only managers and analysts can see product profitability figures.”

One can insert as many safety fence factors as are convenient, e.g., on either an execution or an information
factor. They are similar in spirit to theprohibitionsof [Bert99], but phrased positively. The advantages (versus
prohibitions) are:

• The semantics are inherited from the general concept “factor” - there is no need for administrators to learn
new rules. Furthermore, factors behaveexactlylike full privileges in their interactions with other model
features (e.g., views, restrictive predicates, ...).

• One can insert as many safety fence factors as there are independent administrators who can veto a privi-
lege. This greatly simplifies coordination. (There is no separate “override” concept. To give an adminis-
trator the power to override a safety fence factor, one gives them the Grant privilege on that factor).

We anticipate that SafetyFence grants will often be to high level roles (e.g., “any EMPLOYEE can execute on
the internal portal”) and cover large sets of objects. Due to large granularity, we expect that their administration
will not be a severe burden.
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3 Benefits of Factoring

Factor granules improve privilege administration in several important ways:

• They allow collaboration among administrators.

• They reduce the complexity of administration.

• They allow information privileges to be inferred from view privileges, even if the query does not reference
the view.

• They guide security models for virtual and materialized views.

• They fit elegantly info the SQL model.

We discuss each benefit in turn.

3.1 Collaboration

Factor granules make it easy for multiple administrators to collaborate. The factor hierarchy for a privilege
explicitly shows the decisions that are required to grant the privilege. The responsibility for each decision
can be assigned to an administrator having the appropriate expertise (e.g. business expert, security officer,
system administrator, etc.). Each administrator can grant factor granules independently and autonomously, with
a privilege being given to a user only if all administrators agree.

Because access-control authority is distributed, there is no need for any one administrator to be the ”super-
user”. Instead, each administrator has local authority over his particular factor(s) but no others. For example,
many system administrators will no longer require the ability to see the data in order to do their job, and the
DBMS will enforce this.

3.2 Less Complexity

Each leaf node in the factor hierarchy denotes a single decision. The question of whether to grant that factor
granule is therefore focused and concrete, and its answer typically depends on a narrow slice of technical or
domain knowledge. In contrast, a privilege requires consideration of the issues motivating every factor. Conse-
quently, it is easier to determine the correctness and appropriateness of granting a factor granule than it is for
granting a privilege. Although there are more granules to administer, each granule is more easily understood,
and some factors can be granted to broad roles (e.g. EMPLOYEE) or large sets of objects. The hope is that the
number of decisions increases very little, with each decision becoming easier to make and maintain. Testing this
hypothesis is an important open problem.

3.3 Implicit Privileges

For information factors, the nature of the computation is not relevant - only the result matters. In [RoSc00],
we used this to infer privileges because a computationcouldhave been accomplished employing only views for
which the user had adequate privileges. The next item further exploits this observation.

3.4 Materialized Views

Explicit management of information factors clarifies inference of privileges on replicated data (and by extension,
materialized views). The information privileges are independent of replication (assuming replication delays do
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not change sensitivity). Autonomy difficulties do not apply to information privileges.2 The following table sum-
marizes the privileges given to creators of base tables, views, and materialized views. The difference between
these three constructs is easily seen when information factors are considered separately from execution factors.

information execution
Base Table all granted by System Administrator
View inferred from its definition inferred from its definition
Materialized View inferred from its definition granted by System Administrator

3.5 Elegance

Factor granules behave exactly the same as privileges. Granules apply to both base and derived objects, and
have all the administration operations (Grant, Revoke, grant option) identical to privileges. In fact, a privilege
is just the special case of a granule for the factor called “full”. This elegance means that our model retains the
simplicity of SQL, without the need to expose administrators to special cases or entirely-new constructs (e.g.,
“inference”, “autonomy”, “privilege override”) as is done elsewhere [CVS97, GuOl99, BJWW02]. In addition,
previous distributed data security models mostly concern federations. We achieve most of their goals, extending
to for anyderived data, inanydistributed architecture.

4 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed splitting privileges into smaller, factor granules. Although this extension to SQL is
conceptually simple, it has far-reaching benefits: It simplifies privilege administration, helps administrators to
collaborate, and allows policies to be more accurately specified and more easily understood. Moreover, function-
ality (such as “prohibitions” and “autonomy”) that previously had required significant data model extensions,
can be expressed straightforwardly using this single mechanism. In work to be reported elsewhere, we integrate
factors smoothly into the privilege model for derived data.

There remain many open problems. Theoretical problems include: a formal comparison between prohibition
models (with and without override) versus safety fences; should negatives be supported (just) as a user interface
option? We need metrics for administration complexity, and performance models that can aid designers. We
also need models for specifying and reasoning about privileges at different granularities.

Systems tasks include efficient enforcement of factor assertions at different granularities (perhaps by caching
inferred privileges), plus environments for administering access policies in distributed systems. Most enforce-
ment needs to be done in DBMSs (for efficiency and trust), but any large system will include DBMSs that differ
in their capabilities. Therefore one may want a “permission manager” that installs privileges for enforcement in
the component DBMSs.

Administration methodologies are perhaps the biggest challenge. They need to be flexible and yet easy
to learn. Administrators need clear explanations of both the decisions required, and the guidance in making
them. Perhaps a fixed (but subset-able) set of factor types can satisfy most needs? How should safety fences
be managed, among multiple administrators? What are the needs for switching between positive and negative
viewpoints?

2[GuOl] also had this insight, but formalized it less thoroughly. Instead of separating information from execution issues, they had
“global” privileges. These presumably would be granted only by federation administrators, and (depending on power relationships)
could be overridden by local system administrators.
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